IHS COUNTRY RISK

Every Point
on the Planet

Precise, one-year risk scores for war,
terrorism, civil unrest, and political violence
for every 500m2 point on the planet.

l

Excel, FTP, or API delivery for
integration of dynamic risk ratings with
large volumes of proprietary data.

l

Who uses Every Point
on the Planet?

How?

• Calculate political violence risk exposure across a schedule or entire
book of millions of locations
• Inform risk selection and technical pricing
Insurance

• Compare risk between schedules or within a portfolio
• Identify attractive premium opportunities where perceived risk levels
constrain capacity allocation
• Support reinsurance negotiations

• Understand and monitor political violence risk distribution across the
business and in new ventures
• Identify highest risk locations to inform risk transfer decisions
Risk Management

• Determine country risk levels by specific asset location
• Support insurance negotiations by calculating your policy’s risk
coverage effectiveness
• Communicate risk metrics across the enterprise

Quantify and monitor risk by exact location rather than
generic country scores
Benchmark risk exposure across portfolios with
thousands of assets
Determine risk-return tradeoff
Discover untapped opportunities

Building on the legacy of Global Insight, WEFA, DRI, WMRC and Exclusive
Analysis, IHS Economics & Country Risk supports more than 1,400
organizations with easy data access, accurate forecasting and innovative
workflow solutions. With 50 years of experience and more than 200
full-time economists, country risk analysts and consultants, we help the
world’s leading companies enter new markets quickly and safely, navigate
uncertainty and prepare for every outcome.

About IHS (www.ihs.com)
IHS (NYSE: IHS) is the leading source of information, insight and analytics in critical
areas that shape today’s business landscape. Businesses and governments in more
than 165 countries around the globe rely on the comprehensive content, expert
independent analysis and flexible delivery methods of IHS to make high-impact decisions and develop strategies with speed and confidence. IHS has been in business
since 1959 and became a publicly traded company on the New York Stock Exchange
in 2005. Headquartered in Englewood, Colorado, USA, IHS is committed to sustainable, profitable growth and employs approximately 8,000 people in 31 countries
around the world.
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